Physical Security Vulnerability Assessment (PSVA)
Product Overview
PSVAs involve a comprehensive look at a facility’s overall vulnerability and give a detailed description of all the physical
measures needed to safeguard personnel; to prevent unauthorized access to equipment, installations, and materials. All
potential threats are considered along with corresponding security measures to minimize the risk as much as possible.
What’s Involved
➢ Initial Consult: A qualified subject matter expert will meet with your designated point of contact to discuss:
o normal activities and general behaviors of employees
o current security concerns any employees have
o security measures already in place
o specific scope of assessment, including any infrastructure restrictions
➢ Local area criminal information: Search for patterns in criminal behavior that suggest an elevated risk- either to
the building, its contents and/or occupants. This includes looking into vendors and janitorial staff that frequent
the building as well.
➢ In-depth analysis of current security measures: Your assessor will visit and observe all aspects of security
currently in place looking for potential gaps an adversary could exploit. These observations will be from both
insider and outsider points of view.
➢ Report generation: Starting from a broad overview of all the information gathered, your assessor will compile a
comprehensive report detailing:
o all the relevant risks discovered from the assessment, in order from highest to lowest
o recommended compensatory measures to lower each risk to acceptable levels
o guidance for implementing those measures to help with the decision-making process (costs,
recommended vendors, time to implement etc.)

➢ Final Consult: Your assessor will meet with you again to discuss the findings. The report will be explained in
depth, with your questions being answered along the way. The result of this meeting will leave you with a clear
and thorough understanding of relevant security risks to your facility, and what to do to mitigate those risks.
This final consult can take between 1-2 hours, and you keep the report when it’s over.

